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Several truly mesmerizing all-terrain vehicles have been released throughout American
automotive history. Chevrolet released quite many of them, including the Silverado and the
Colorado. However, before these two iconic trucks were released, other off-road capable
vehicles such as the K5 Blazer were already dominating the streets. Chevy is among the best
truck manufacturers. The K5 is one of those classic American trucks that are surprisingly
cheap. In fact, this is one of the main reasons why it became popular among people looking for
an affordable classic that can handle more than a dirt trail. The s saw the apparition of dozens
of amazing cars. Some of these vehicles, such as the K5 Blazer, are far more stylish than any of
the vehicles produced over the last ten years. Classic vehicles have something that newer
vehicles simply do not have. The K5 is far from one of the classics collectors do not want to buy
anymore. In fact, it is becoming increasingly popular as some editions are getting cheaper. This
'72 K5 Blazer was restored to its somewhat original condition. Not too much fuss here, but
enough to have connoisseurs go "nice ride. It is possible to modify a newer Cadillac Escalade
or a Lincoln Navigator into an off-road machine. It would cost an arm and a leg, but it is
possible. Though it would not be surprising to see something like this on a loaded Youtuber's
channel, there are much better SUVs to modify, such as the Blazer. The K5 was allegedly in dire
shape when it was first acquired by its owner in The truck was restored mechanically and
turned into a rock crawler. The pictures above truly show that this K5 is made to evolve in the
Southwestern region of the country, practically without any issues. The greatest thing about
old-school SUVs is their huge potential. Given the technology available today, it is possible to
turn a mundane oldie into a post-apocalyptic machine. Though it may require some serious
elbow grease and a decent budget, the results are often extremely satisfying. It is
understandably the sort of modified off-road vehicles that belongs to such shows. The custom
Blazer is the perfect vehicle to go from one side of the country to the other and make multiple
camping stops on the way. Oftentimes, off-road vehicles tend to look horrible. As the vehicles
are meant to be covered in mud or potentially flip over, it is quite understandable that most
owners do not focus on making these trucks attractive. There are times however when people
simply cannot drive around in a hideous off-road vehicle. This sleek K5 Blazer is different from
most blazers on the list. It is obviously a show-off ride that will not fail to attract most
gearheads' attention. That being said, this K5 can still easily maneuver the most intricate trails.
Rock crawling? Heavy mudding? Forget about that. You do not want to scratch that matte white
paint. The s witnessed the decline of the muscle car. The Ford Mustang became a
poorly-powered muscle car that both European and Japanese sports cars could easily
annihilate. The most respectable car of that decade was the Buick GNX. While muscle cars were
disappointing, trucks were becoming the name of the game. This K5 may not be the sort of
vehicle that will obliterate the new Mustang in a straight line. However, it is the type of modified
classic trucks that would put some newer trucks to shame off-road. This beast built by Merrick's
Garage is a wild beast. It is not made to be on the tarmac. Its habitat is definitely rugged outdoor
environments. When thinking about American vehicles from the s, the first names that come to
mind are the Mustang or the El Dorado. Big block V8s coupled with humongous bodies truly
defined the first part of the decade. However, domestic carmakers were starting to put an
emphasis on more practical vehicles. Icon is well-known for its builds, especially the Icon Ford
crew cab reformer project. This K5 Blazer is like most of Icon's creations. It is neat, classy, and
ready to show your Ford F owning neighbor that it is game time. There are very few tuners out
there that are very notorious. Out of the hundreds of thousands of tuners available on the
market, names such as Roush or Lingenfelter are synonymous with speed and creativity.
Others such as the Ringbrothers have earned their stripes over time. Ringbrothers are known
for a plethora of completely insane builds. The mean Pantera, the overly aggressive Boss
Mustang replica, or the AMC Javelin, gearheads nationwide know exactly what the name
"Ringbrothers" stands for. California is not just made of San Francisco, Los Angeles, and a
bunch of weirdos. Not at all. It is the perfect state to own an off-road vehicle. Based in the San
Diego area, the owner of this awesome K5 has a backyard that would make most people
envious. The wilderness found in the Lakeside area is prime for some off-road action. This lifted
K5 is made for such terrains. It is unclear whether the engine received any modifications. There
is definitely something every gearhead should own at least once in their lifetime: a truck that
would be comfortable both on the waterfront and on the most challenging trails. Although some
gearheads solely focus on speed on quarter-mile results, a cool truck such as this modded K5
Blazer is definitely something to look into. This is the sort of K5 Blazer you may see at a Baja
truck event. The bucket seats are a tell-tale sign that this truck means business. In fact, it is a
street-legal race truck. Do not let the cooler fool you, the ci V8 was heavily modified to produce
serious horsepower and torque. Remove the cooler no one likes a beer that has been shaken ,
and you may see what this K5 Blazer is capable of. It is often believed that successful people,

namely superstars or business people, solely cruise around in luxurious vehicles. Though it is
partly true, there are tons of gearheads among the aforementioned groups of people. These
successful folks know cars the same way you do, and can truly appreciate more common
vehicles. If you are wondering, Blink was big in the late '90s and early s. The superstar's K5 is
fitted with an LS3 V8 coupled with a four-speed automatic transmission. It is unclear whether
this K5 ever got some off-road action. Max Veron is an avid fan of anything equipped with a
powerful engine. By Max Veron Published 2 days ago. Share Share Tweet Email Comment. Via
mecum. Via fourwheeler. Via isuu. Via Pinterest. Via holley. Via carscoops. Via motorauthority.
Via offradium. Via autoclassics. Via chevroletforum. Max Veron Articles Published Max Veron is
an avid fan of anything equipped with a powerful engine. However, while General Motors did
resurrect the nameplate in , it was for a new crossover that slotted between the Equinox and the
Traverse, rather than a rugged SUV. Better known for their Corvette restomods , the Northeast
Arkansas-based shop has created their take on a modern-day K5 Blazer. Far more than just a
quick bolt-on kit, the lengths to which Flat Out Autos has gone is truly impressive. The rebuild
starts with the rear quarters, which are heavily modified K5 reproduction units. Then the rear
wheel arches are extended all the way back to the rocker to match the rear doors. The doors
themselves are hand-rolled and fabricated in-house. Next, the front fenders are modified to keep
the wheels centered in the wheel well. The rear hatch is made out of carbon fiber. Last but not
least, the conversion includes custom-designed and hand-milled billet aluminum door handles.
Not only do they mimic the old-school looks of the K5 Blazer, but they match up to the original
door mechanism and ensures that the keyless entry works flawlessly. Other options include
multiple wheel choices and the possibility of retro-inspired seat inserts. The entire job is
estimated to take between days, and comes at a cost. Hester expects demand to be at cars per
year, so the chances of you actually seeing one on the roads is quite slim. Slimmer still if you
consider that four identical conversions have just been built, not for the States, but for
members of the Abu Dhabi Royal Family. Thanks to FlatOutAutos for the pictures. Motional said
the vehicles navigated intersections and interacted with other road users, including pedestrians
and cyclist. The new C-Class is a step up In all departments, with all-electrified motors and new
interior tech. Skip to content. February 23, at pm. Trade secrets may have been sold by a
year-old Swede to a Russian diplomat. February 23, at am. BMW will give its forthcoming
models different variants of the kidney grilles. The new battery takes the same space as before
and results in a longer EV driving range. The Gunther Werks Speedster Remastered will pump
out over and lb-ft. All Rights Reserved. Several truly mesmerizing all-terrain vehicles have been
released throughout American automotive history. Chevrolet released quite many of them,
including the Silverado and the Colorado. However, before these two iconic trucks were
released, other off-road capable vehicles such as the K5 Blazer were already dominating the
streets. Chevy is among the best truck manufacturers. The K5 is one of those classic American
trucks that are surprisingly cheap. In fact, this is one of the main reasons why it became
popular among people looking for an affordable classic that can handle more than a dirt trail.
The s saw the apparition of dozens of amazing cars. Some of these vehicles, such as the K5
Blazer, are far more stylish than any of the vehicles produced over the last ten years. Classic
vehicles have something that newer vehicles simply do not have. The K5 is far from one of the
classics collectors do not want to buy anymore. In fact, it is becoming increasingly popular as
some editions are getting cheaper. This '72 K5 Blazer was restored to its somewhat original
condition. Not too much fuss here, but enough to have connoisseurs go "nice ride. It is possible
to modify a newer Cadillac Escalade or a Lincoln Navigator into an off-road machine. It would
cost an arm and a leg, but it is possible. Though it would not be surprising to see something
like this on a loaded Youtuber's channel, there are much better SUVs to modify, such as the
Blazer. The K5 was allegedly in dire shape when it was first acquired by its owner in The truck
was restored mechanically and turned into a rock crawler. The pictures above truly show that
this K5 is made to evolve in the Southwestern region of the country, practically without any
issues. The greatest thing about old-school SUVs is their huge potential. Given the technology
available today, it is possible to turn a mundane oldie into a post-apocalyptic machine. Though
it may require some serious elbow grease and a decent budget, the results are often extremely
satisfying. It is understandably the sort of modified off-road vehicles that belongs to such
shows. The custom Blazer is the perfect vehicle to go from one side of the country to the other
and make multiple camping stops on the way. Oftentimes, off-road vehicles tend to look
horrible. As the vehicles are meant to be covered in mud or potentially flip over, it is quite
understandable that most owners do not focus on making these trucks attractive. There are
times however when people simply cannot drive around in a hideous off-road vehicle. This
sleek K5 Blazer is different from most blazers on the list. It is obviously a show-off ride that will
not fail to attract most gearheads' attention. That being said, this K5 can still easily maneuver

the most intricate trails. Rock crawling? Heavy mudding? Forget about that. You do not want to
scratch that matte white paint. The s witnessed the decline of the muscle car. The Ford Mustang
became a poorly-powered muscle car that both European and Japanese sports cars could
easily annihilate. The most respectable car of that decade was the Buick GNX. While muscle
cars were disappointing, trucks were becoming the name of the game. This K5 may not be the
sort of vehicle that will obliterate the new Mustang in a straight line. However, it is the type of
modified classic trucks that would put some newer trucks to shame off-road. This beast built by
Merrick's Garage is a wild beast. It is not made to be on the tarmac. Its habitat is definitely
rugged outdoor environments. When thinking about American vehicles from the s, the first
names that come to mind are the Mustang or the El Dorado. Big block V8s coupled with
humongous bodies truly defined the first part of the decade. However, domestic carmakers
were starting to put an emphasis on more practical vehicles. Icon is well-known for its builds,
especially the Icon Ford crew cab reformer project. This K5 Blazer is like most of Icon's
creations. It is neat, classy, and ready to show your Ford F owning neighbor that it is game time.
There are very few tuners out there that are very notorious. Out of the hundreds of thousands of
tuners available on the market, names such as Roush or Lingenfelter are synonymous with
speed and creativity. Others such as the Ringbrothers have earned their stripes over time.
Ringbrothers are known for a plethora of completely insane builds. The mean Pantera, the
overly aggressive Boss Mustang replica, or the AMC Javelin, gearheads nationwide know
exactly what the name "Ringbrothers" stands for. California is not just made of San Francisco,
Los Angeles, and a bunch of weirdos. Not at all. It is the perfect state to own an off-road vehicle.
Based in the San Diego area, the owner of this awesome K5 has a backyard that would make
most people envious. The wilderness found in the Lakeside area is prime for some off-road
action. This lifted K5 is made for such terrains. It is unclear whether the engine received any
modifications. There is definitely something every gearhead should own at least once in their
lifetime: a truck that would be comfortable both on the waterfront and on the most challenging
trails. Although some gearheads solely focus on speed on quarter-mile results, a cool truck
such as this modded K5 Blazer is definitely something to look into. This is the sort of K5 Blazer
you may see at a Baja truck event. The bucket seats are a tell-tale sign that this truck means
business. In fact, it is a street-legal race truck. Do not let the cooler fool you, the ci V8 was
heavily modified to produce serious horsepower and torque. Remove the cooler no one likes a
beer that has been shaken , and you may see what this K5 Blazer is capable of. It is often
believed that successful people, namely superstars or business people, solely cruise around in
luxurious vehicles. Though it is partly true, there are tons of gearheads among the
aforementioned groups of people. These successful folks know cars the same way you do, and
can truly appreciate more common vehicles. If you are wondering, Blink was big in the late '90s
and early s. The superstar's K5 is fitted with an LS3 V8 coupled with a four-speed automatic
transmission. It is unclear whether this K5 ever got some off-road action. Max Veron is an avid
fan of anything equipped with a powerful engine. By Max Veron Published 2 days ago. Share
Share Tweet Email Comment. Via mecum. Via fourwheeler. Via isuu. Via Pinterest. Via holley.
Via carscoops. Via motorauthority. Via offradium. Via autoclassics. Via chevroletforum. Max
Veron Articles Published Max Veron is an avid fan of anything equipped with a powerful engine.
And They're Not From Mercedes. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads
can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
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non-commercial use. Back in we told you about a truck that looked like a K5 Chevy Blazer , but
was actually a modern late-model Tahoe underneath. We were impressed by Flat Out's
workmanship, beautifully blending the lines of the Blazer into those of the Tahoe. The result
was a cohesive design, not just a panel swap. At least one new owner was so impressed that
they recently purchased four identical Blazer conversions at once. The quadruplets were all
finished in blue with a white roof and all based on brand-new Tahoes. Obviously, with such

demand it was only natural for Flat Out to explore other options. On Facebook the company
said it was working on a version with an eggcrate grille. The Jimmy conversion uses the
original's quad-headlight face, crosshair grille and GMC badging. Like the Blazer conversion, it
adds chrome bumpers and milled door handles while adapting the original's 2-door design to
the new truck's 4-door body. The rendering only shows the front three-quarter view, but
presumably a new carbon fiber rear door would have to be created as the Blazer's says "
Chevrolet " across the back. Flat Out says that all the modern conveniences found on the donor
Tahoe will work on the conversion, including parking, blind spot and lane keeping sensors. If
you have the coin, it's a great way to have retro style without giving up modern safety and
performance. Instead, GM gave us a crossover. The Flat Out conversions might be a good
compromise, and expanding it to the GMC brand only makes sense. Obviously there's no
requirement to use a GMC Yukon as the donor vehicle for the Jimmy, as it's functionally
identical to a Tahoe, but wouldn't you want to keep it in the family? We get it. Ads can be
annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
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your browser. Please enter a display name. Cancel Change Name. The return of the Blazer SUV
triggered different viewpoints. While lots of people mored than happy because of the return,
some followers whined regarding its inflexibility. The SUV is improved a unibody design. We
expected to see a ladder framework, so the lorry might compete with Ford Bronco. Instead, the
Z71 package will enhance the off-road capacities of the vehicle. The competition between GM
and Ford never ever quits. The bow-tie firm is yet to react to the new Bronco. This leaves a lot of
room for suppositions. The upcoming model is coming unchanged. The only update in the
schedule might be the intro of the Z71 off-road version. It would fit better to the some SUV that
uses a ladder frame. On the other hand, a lot more off-roading capacities will not make any poor
things to the K5 Blazer. There are currently 3 arrangements readily available for the mid-size
SUV, so there is no requirement to add anything else. Well, a crossbreed could be intriguing, if
engineers handle to tune it for the Chevy K5 Sports Jacket. The base configuration consists of a
2. The shifting is smooth as well as the mix benefits hp and also lb-ft of torque. A front-wheel
drive is the only alternative, so the small block is not going to be under the hood of the Z71
variation without a doubt. A much more powerful 2. The engine is upgrading outputs to hp as
well as lb-ft of torque and also includes an all-wheel drive as the optional system. Lastly, there
is a reliable 3. Front- and also four-wheel drive are offered, and the gas economic climate is not
too bad, getting to 22 mpg incorporated. General Motors restored the Sports jacket. It triggered
a great deal of other reports and also conjectures. The legendary nameplate was in production
last time in Since followers are dreaming regarding the resurgence. Naturally, the modern
Chevy K5 Blazer can not be the same as its precursor, which was stopped due to its
performance. Improved, the SUV is ready to conquer the marketplace once more. That is why
the Z71 bundle is causing a lot focus. The old version was a truck-based SUV. Three
generations in year manufacturing were upgrading the offer. The last Sports jacket was
discontinued not as well earlier before Ford Bronco. The firm replaced it with Tahoe, which
expanded the deal to the four-door designing. Well, the new kid on the block is still a report,
however the firm needs to do something to update the contemporary K5 Blazer. The ZR2 is an
even meaner package, that may be an alternative for the mid-cycle update. The initial renders
are out. Followers were imaginative as well as the brand-new Chevy K5 Sports jacket Z71 looks
very eye-catching. The captivating designing and upgrades all over the body will attract a great
deal of attention. Still, this is not the official variation, so we do not have any estimates on the
capabilities. Skid plates will certainly shield the body, while unique shocks are mosting likely to
lift the SUV and make it a lot more appealing. Of course, it will make Sports jacket relocate less
complicated over barriers. The brand-new Z71 design will certainly sign up with the existing
lineup, which is not going to suffer any modification. The base edition is L and assimilation with

smart devices was a priority. The upgrades are including 3 different LT bundles. The LT3 exists
with a turbo engine, leather furniture, as well as warmed seats. The RS is a sport bundle with a
special suspension configuration and V6 engine. Navigating is standard. There are no too many
upgrades left, yet the K5 Blazer Premier will certainly use every single function to enhance the
offer. Right here, you will certainly discover ambient lights, Bose audio, and also aerated front
buckets. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Notify me of follow-up comments by email. After a long hiatus, Chevrolet is
bringing back the Blazer in the U. In honor of the Blazer's return, we take a look back at the
storied history of the nameplate. It sported a leaf-spring suspension and straight axles, easily
modified to make the SUV more capable off-road. Six- and eight-cylinder engines were offered,
as were rear- and four-wheel-drive configurations. The second-generation model arrived for the
model year with a completely new look, a longer wheelbase, and a hardtop option with a roll-up
tailgate window. General Motors gave the second-generation model a number of powertrain
changes. The third-generation Blazer was in production from the to model years and was
underpinned by the same platform used on full-size trucks, stretching the wheelbase to nearly
the same length as the Suburban of that generation. From the to model years, a new model
called the S Blazer went into production with smaller four- and six-cylinder engine options. The
larger K5 Blazer, which by now had switched to the Suburban platform, was replaced by the
Tahoe. This model was available in two- and four-door models and also had a sister vehicle
known as the GMC Jimmy. Like its predecessor,
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the S Blazer rode on a truck platform shared with the S pickup. It continued to share its bones
through its second generation, which was produced from the to model years. A high-end model
called the TrailBlazer was added from the to model years. This time, the SUV was available with
a choice of I-6 or V-8 engines in rear- or four-wheel-drive configurations. An SS model joined the
lineup for the model year and was in production until the TrailBlazer was discontinued for the U.
The TrailBlazer name would continue until today in global markets, remaining on a truck
platform. The Chevrolet Blazer will be the first to ride on a car-based unibody platform and will
slot in between the Equinox and Traverse. Both engines will come paired to a GM-developed
nine-speed automatic transmission. Check out the photo gallery to see how the Chevrolet
Blazer has evolved over the years. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Stefan Ogbac
Words Manufacturer Photos. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

